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Abstract: From the very beginning of software engineering we have some pre defined steps
to developing software which is termed as Conventional methods for software engineering
which include all from analyzing the requirements, designing, implementing the software and
lastly testing it for bugs. But such software used to have some weak points concerning the
quality, originating from the method itself so now some new steps were defined called as
Clean room software engineering method which gives more preference to the quality and
reliability factor as compared to the previous one but has still not been accepted by all
software developers due to its difficult approach and

high resource requirement. So both

the methods are used but at some specific place according to the need of the software and its
developer. In this paper we will compare them on some basic yet important parameter to
decide which approach is effective for which scenario.
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This approach is not new it’s been there from mid 80s and found use in military projects in
1990s. The purpose of this method was defect prevention then defect removal. As told ‘Do it
right the first time’ [1]. The main emphasis is on the prevention of any kind of error then
removing it later on. This method is useful in situations like space programs where large
amount of investment and human lives are at stake then we need a method that will avoid any
kind of error as we can’t test it before use. In such situation clean room proves to be
extremely useful. Now in clean room we use increment process model where linear collection
of small steps gives out complete software but each increment before integration to the whole
goes through a set of steps.

Figure 2 (increment process model)
Firstly we plan the size of each increment then we make the sequence in which those
increments will be added followed by introducing the customer level requirement for that
increment. Then using box structure, the formal design is made. After that we use
mathematical (formal) methods to check the design thoroughly and we pass a theoretical
proof of verification of its correctness [15][14]. Then, we conduct statistical use testing
where the increment is tested using some finite test cases depending on the requirements
that the increment is satisfying. Once the inspection, verification and testing is done the
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increment is added to the whole [1]. This way there is very less probability that any bug
or error is still there and we get high quality products.

Figure 3 : Explaining the steps in the clean room software engineering method [3].
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